
A HISTORY 
OF TYPE 





Knowing the history of type and understanding how, 
why, and within what circumstances the different 

categories of type developed will enable you to make 
more sophisticated and intelligent design choices 

and ultimately make you a better designer. 





Carol Twombly for Adobe, 1989



Trajan’s Column,114 AD, Rome, Italy



2,000 years



SHAPES 
ACTIVATE 

IDEAS 





Genesis of Visual Communication 
Development of Latin Alphabet 
Evolution of Written Language 

Birth of Typography



40,000 years ago



Written languages first developed from 
prehistoric hunting communities living 
in Europe, Northeast Africa, and the 

middle east who communicated 
through the use of visual symbols. 





ALPHABETS 
SYMBOLOGY 
VISUAL ART 



Between 3,000 BC and 500 AD: 
the development of the world’s 

most widely used writing systems 



Nagari Hebrew

Chinese

Latin

Arabic





pictogram 
| 

abstract symbols 
| 

modular components  
within a system 



what drives development? 
1. accessibility 

2. speed & efficiency 
3. adaptability 



As more people adopt a system, the 
more modular and accessible that 

system has to be; and, the more 
simple and abstract it becomes. 



Materials and techniques 
define the visual 

expression of language. 



Chinese Alphabet 



Cangjie 
2650 BC 





Latin Alphabet 





Cuneiform 





earliest writing systems: 

Cuneiform developed by 
the Sumerian civilization 

from 3100 to 700 BC 

Hieroglyphics developed by 
the Egyptian civilization in 

3000 BC to 400 AD 



IRAQ 

IRAN 



TECHNOLOGY 
ARTIFACTS 

VALUES 
CONTEXT 



CONTEXT 



TECHNOLOGY
stone and clay 

papyrus 



ARTIFACTS 
VALUES



SUMERIAN



EGYPTIAN





Books of the Dead











REBUS 





what drives development? 
1. accessibility 

2. speed & efficiency 
3. adaptability 





Hieratic Script 
Demotic Script 



PHOENICIAN EMPIRE 

GREECE 

ITALY 

EGYPT 

MIDDLE 
EAST 



1050 BC Phoenician Alphabet—22 characters 







Greeks adopted Phoenician alphabet 1000 BC 
added Epsilon and Iota  









More round and fluid—could be written faster 

UNCIALS 



ROMAN EMPIRE 

1st—2nd Century AD 



Roman Alphabet 
conquered the Greeks in 1st Century BC 







3 versions 



SQUARE CAPITALS: 
Used for inscriptions and formal applications 



Trajan’s Column,114 AD, Rome, Italy



RUSTIC CAPITALS: 
Used for writing with pen and ink in everyday 

applications. More fluid and spatially economic. 



Serifs originated as visual elements 
resulting from the termination of 

brush strokes within certain 
calligraphic methods and applications.  



Materials and techniques 
define the visual 

expression of language. 







LATIN CURSIVE: 
informal everyday use 



TECHNOLOGY 
ARTIFACTS 

VALUES 
CONTEXT 



CONTEXT 



VALUES



Science 
Mathematics 
Engineering 
Government 

Arts & Culture 



Humanism: 
an outlook or system of thought attaching prime 

importance to human rather than divine or 
supernatural matters. Humanist beliefs stress the 

potential value and goodness of human beings, 
emphasize common human needs, and seek solely 

rational ways of solving human problems.  



Humanities 
literature, philosophy, law & 

politics, linguistics, anthropology, 
history, arts & culture 



TECHNOLOGY 
ARTIFACTS





The Grid





Trajan’s Column,114 AD, Rome, Italy





Ancient Greek and Roman culture utilized 
visual language as a means of facilitating 

social and cultural transactions. They 
used elements of visual communication to 

create and define experience. 









Letterforms  were seen as visual 
elements capable of conveying 
beauty and communicating not 
just literally but symbolically. 



Trajan’s Column,114 AD, Rome, Italy
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1,000 Years of Darkness 
500—1500 AD 



Roman Empire: 
There was a focus on humanism:  arts, 

culture, science, education, and 
innovation. Each citizen was 

encouraged to be a productive 
member of society and to make the 

most of their lives. 

Dark Ages: 
Christianity focused on the afterlife. 

All of the power was held by the 
church. No focus on education and 

innovation. Rise of monarchies. Decline 
in quality of life, literacy, and rational 

thinking.  









what drives development? 
1. accessibility 

2. speed & efficiency 
3. adaptability 



More round and fluid—could be written faster 

UNCIALS 



LATIN CURSIVE: 
informal everyday use 





half uncials—6th century







Celts 
600—800 AD 

throughout Europe 
Ireland, Scotland, Wales 









1. large decorative drop caps 
2. carpet pages 

3. standardized spacing within text to 
create structure, clarity, and hierarchy 





800 BC 
Charlemagne crowned 

emperor of the Holy Roman or  
Carolingian empire 





CAROLINE MINISCULE 





standardized writing system: instituted consistent 
formatting, punctuation, and spacing. 

implemented programs to increase the spread of education 
and literacy 

commissioned classical works of Greek and Roman literature, 
and philosophy 



University of Cambridge  
England 1209

University of Oxford  
England 1096

University of Bologna  
Italy 1088

University of Toulouse  
France 1229



DEMAND 
FOR BOOKS 



expensive 
hard to make 

time consuming 



faster, easier to write, can 
fit more words on a page 



TEXTURA: 1150 









1300 
woodblock printing 

and papermaking 
come from China 







literacy begins to 
increase 



DEMAND 
FOR BOOKS 



renewed interest in ancient Greek 
and Roman works of art, design 

philosophy, and literature  



renewed interest in 
humanism 



writing styles of the middle ages  





Rennaissance 
1330—1600, Italy 



CAROLINE MINISCULE 



LETTURA ANTICA 









Humanist Script: 
Combination of Carolingian 
Minuscule (lettura antica) 
and capitals from ancient 

Roman inscriptions 









1445 
Mainz Germany 



Johannes Gutenberg



Johannes Gutenberg



Peter SchoefferJohannes Gutenberg



Johann FustJohannes Gutenberg



Peter SchoefferJohannes Gutenberg



Johannes Gutenberg



Johann FustJohannes Gutenberg



Johann Fust Peter Schoeffer













U



For a very long time, U and V were allographs. An 
allograph is a variation of a letter in another 

context. Uppercase and lowercase letters are 
allographs. Before the use of the letter U, the 

shape V stood for both the vowel U and the 
consonant V. It wasn’t until printing standardized 

letter shapes in the 1600s that the letter U 
became regularly used. 



J



The letter “J” originated as an elogated version of the 
letter “I” and the two were interchangeable for centuries. 

“I” and “J” were not considered to be separate letters until 
1801, with the publication of William Perry’s Royal Standard 

English Dictionary. Perry’s dictionary was the first to 
alphabetize words separately under “I” and “J.” 



W



As early as the 7th century, 2 U’s or V’s were used side by side to 
delineate certain phonetic components of the latin alphabet. By the 

12th century the two forms were represented interlocked as one 
letter. The practice of printing brought regulation and consistency 
to the use of language and communication and solidified the “W” as 

a standard element of the contemporary alphabet. 



Reading Assignment: Megg’s 
The Asian Contribution 

pages 31—41 
The German Illustrated Book 

pages 78—93 




